MEHAMEHA

INTRO:
F Dm Bb F

F Dm
UA MEHAMEHA AU
Bb F
A'OHE HOALOHA
Dm
UA NUI NA MAKAHIKI
Bb F
A HELE AKU HO'I AU

Dm
'I'INI AU IA 'OE E NOHO
Bb F
INA 'A'OLE, UA HIKI NO
Dm
E HI'IPOI MAU NO WAU IA 'OE
Bb F
ALOHA MAU NO WAU IA 'OE
Dm
E HELE AU MA KE KAI
Bb F
E LUANA ME KA 'AE KAI
Dm
KE ONE HO'I UA HO'OOLUMAI
Bb F
HOLOI AI I KU'U WAIMAKA
WHITE SANDY BEACH

F         Dm         F         Dm
I SAW YOU IN MY DREAMS WE WERE WALKING HAND IN HAND
Bb      Bbm       F
ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
F         Dm
WE WERE PLAYING THE SUN
F         Dm
WE WERE HAVING SO MUCH FUN
Bb      Bbm       F
ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
C7      Bb         C7
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN SOOTHE MY RESTLESS SOUL
Bb      C7         AUG
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN ROCKS ME ALL NIGHT LONG

F         Dm
THOSE HOT LONG SUMMER DAYS
F         Dm         Bb      Bbm       F
LIE THERE IN THE SUN ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
C7      Bb         C7
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN SOOTHE MY RESTLESS SOUL
Bb      C7         AUG modulate to (G)
SOUNDS OF THE OCEAN ROCKS ME ALL NIGHT LONG

G
LAST NIGHT IN MY DREAMS I SAW YOUR FACE AGAIN
C        Cm      C        Cm         G
YOU WERE THERE IN THE SUN ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII
C        Cm       G
ON A WHITE SANDY BEACH OF HAWAII (TAG 2X'S)